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Abstract- Precise analysis of the web structure can facilitate could more accurately reveal a website user's browsing
data processing and enhance the accuracy of the mining results behaviors, but such method will increase the complexity of
in the procedure of web usage mining. Many researchers have data preprocessing during web usage mining.
identified that pageview identification and path completion are PN is a high-level graphical model widely used in
of great importance in the result of web usage mining. modeling system activities with concurrency. PN can store
Currently, there is still a lack of an effective and systematic the analyzed results in a matrix for future follow-up analyses,
method to analyze and deal with the two steps. analyzedaresultsiied prortiehelow-up as

In the present study, we propose the application of Petri Nets and some afready-verified properties held by PN, such as
(PN), a model used to analyze the framework of webpages in a reachability, can also be used to resolve some unsettled
website. We adopt Place in the PN model to represent webpage problems in the model.
on the websites and use Transition to represent hyperlink. The In this paper, we discuss how to apply PN to model a
study explores how to undergo the pageview identification after website structure. In the model, we use places in PN to
we use the PN model to conduct the analysis of the framework represent webpage, and transitions to hyperlinks. We also
and then obtain incident matrix. Likewise, we use reachability explore how to undergo the pageview identification after we
property in the model to undergo path completion. use the PN model to conduct the analysis of the framework

and then obtain incident matrix. Likewise, we use reachability
I. INTRODUCTION property in the model to undergo path completion.

This study introduces a method to enhance a web usage II. THE RELATED STUDIES
mining using Petri Nets (PN) in modeling a web structure.
We also observe that PN can help resolve pageview A. The Web Usage Mining and Related Studies
identification and path completion, particularly in a complex In general, the process of web usage mining can be divided
webpage comprising many frames in one single pageview. into three parts, namely preprocessing, pattern discovery, and

As the internet becomes globally popular, more and more pattern analysis [4]. Preprocessing will process untreated site
business transactions have been done through websites files and user profile data into page classification, site
nowadays. To achieve a better website management and topology and server session files. Pattern discovery will
design capability, many website management personnel process a server session file into rules, patterns, and statistics
started reviewing their site users' webpage browsing information. Pattern analysis looks into the rules, patterns,
frequency, sequence and even duration on each webpage and statistics information obtained from pattern discovery for
browsed, adopting the user's web usage profiles. Hence, web results that will be of interest to the management personnel.
usage mining has become a hot research topic. The preprocessing step can be generally divided into
A website is comprised of a series of web pages and content preprocessing, structure preprocessing, and usage

hyperlinks. Although most web-usage-mining related studies preprocessing. Content preprocessing classifies site files into
only focus on, and analyze, the users' web usage profiles, page classification to help pattern analysis. Structure
some related studies [1] [2] point out that a good-quality preprocessing converts site files into a site topology to help
analysis on web structure can provide gains and benefits for pageview identification and path complete. Usage
web usage mining, too. Most previous web usage mining preprocessing coverts user profile data into click stream of
utilizes a webpage as an analysis component, but after the episodic user behaviors via some steps such as data cleaning,
HTML standard language, such as "frameset", started being user identification, session identification, pageview
applied to webpage design, a website user's browsed display identification, path complete, and so on.
might exhibit more than one web page concurrently; hence, Concerning data cleaning, user identification, and session
an analysis based on a web page component can no longer identification faced in a usage preprocessing process, many
truly reveal the user's usage states and behaviors. A pageview previous studies have investigated a great deal and rendered
is defined as the visual picture of a web page in a specific some processing steps and methods [5] [6]; although some
client environment at a specific point in time [3]. The use of researchers point out that an understanding on website
pageview as the analysis component for web usage mining structure can be useful in carrying out pageview identification
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and path complete [1][7][8], it is still hard to establish fine
solutions for pageview identification and path complete. III. MODELING A WEBSITE STRUCTURE WITH PETRI NETS

B. Petri Nets and Related Researches in Web Service A website is comprised ofmany web pages, where the web
PN is a high-level graphical model widely applied to pages can be linked to from one another via hyperlinks.

modeling system activities with concurrency. According to Hence, we can successfully model a website structure if how
the definition in [9], it is formally defined as a 5-tuple PN of the web pages in said site are linked among themselves via
(P, T, I, 0, Mo), where hyperlinks could be described.

(1) P = {PI, P2... Pm}, a finite set of places; Using PN as the website structure model, we can attain:
(2) T = {t1, t2 ... tn11, a finite set of transitions; P U T#0, and PN= (P, T, I, 0, Mo),

PnT= 0; where
(3) I: P x T--N, an input function that defines directed P stands for the web pages in the website;

arcs from places to transitions, where N is a set of T represents the hyperlinks in the web pages;
nonnegative integers; I denote the removed webpage volumes in the browser's

(4) 0: T x P -÷N, an output function that defines directed pageviews after the hyperlinks are fired;
arcs from transitions to places; 0 denotes the added webpage volumes in the browser's

(5) Mo: P -÷N, the initial marking. A marking is an pageviews after the hyperlinks are fired;
assignment of tokens to a place; Mo signifies the retrieved webpage in the browser after the

PN is carried out by firing transitions. A transition, t, is first time the user enters the website.
said to be enabled if each input place, p, of t contains at least Taking a simple website for example, its webpage contents
an amount of token equal to the weight of the directed arc and webpage-transition related tags are shown in Table I.
connected to t from p. In a PN model, we can utilize the We can obtain the places of PN, i.e. P= {Po ... P6}
different token amounts in the places to represent the different {Default, Index, 1, A, B, C, D}. In addition, we can acquire
system states. Since a fire of transition in the system often can the transitions, namely T= ITo...... T7}. Every hyperlink label
be associated with a change of the token amount in a place, corresponding to each transition is shown in Table II.
PN hence can represent, or model, the system dynamic
behaviors via the fire of transitions. An incidence matrix TABLE I

recors aTHE RELATED WEBPAGE-TRANSITION TAGS IN AN EXAMPLErecords all token-amount changes in all places after all fired WEBSITE'S WEB PAGES
transitions. For PN with n transitions and m places, the File names The webpage-transition related protocols
incidence matrix A, where A=[aij], is an nxm matrix of Default <a href="Index.htm">Transfer to index</a>
integers; its typical entry is given by Index <frameset cols="20%,80%">

+ - <frame src=" 1 .htm" name="left" >
a (1) <frame src="A.htm" name="right">
where 1 <a href"A.htm" target="right">Transfer to 1-A</a>

aij+=O (ti, pj), the weight of the arc from <a href="B.htm" target="right">Transfer to 1-B</a>
Transition i to its Output Place j, and A <a href="C.htm" target="_top">Replaced by C</a>

aij-I (ti, pj), the weight of the arc to Transition i B <a href="D.htm" target="_top">Replaced by D</a>
from its Input Place j; C <a href="D.htm" >Replaced by D</a><p>
a+ l andut rep h <a href"Default.htm" >Transfer to Default</a><p>

aij , aij and aij represent the number of tokens D <a href="C.htm" >Transfer to C</a><p>
removed, added, and changed in Place pj,
respectively, when Transition t, fires once. TABLE II

Concerning the PN properties, reachability is one of them THE TRANSITIONS IN THE PETRI NETS AND THE
that is often discussed and utilized; this property is originally TRANSITIONS' HYPERLINK LABEL CONTENTS

expected toexploreifthemodeled system can be transited |Transition The corresponding hyperlinks' label contentsexpected to explore iftemdldsse a etastdTO <a href"Index.htm`">from one state to another. During the processing or TI <a href="B.htm" target="right">
operations, we can also simultaneously trace out what are the T2 <a href"A.htm" target="right">
possible intermediate states during the transitions from the T3 <a href="C.htm" target=" top">
initial state to the destination one. In a PN model, a marking T4 <a href="D.htm" target="_top">
M. is said to be reachable from a marking, Mo, if there exist a T5 <a href="D.htm" >... . '' .T6A............................T <a href="Default.htm">sequence of transition firings which can transform a marking, T7 <a href="C.htm">
M0, to Mi. According to the definition in [10], we can obtain
the state equation as shown in (2) as follows, where A is an
incidence matrix, { Uo,U1,..,Ud } , representing the firing
sequence from Mo to Md if Md is reachable from M0:

Md=Mo±AT E Uk (2)
k =1
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PO gi the related contents to the user based on the web pages'
protocols after the requested web pages are transmitted to the
user from the websites. Hence, the user's browsing process

-ttO \ can be taken as an inter-webpage transition process.

P4 P2, Pi Plt \i\p 3 The main task of web usage mining is to retrieve the
information meaningful to the system management personnel
from the web server's accumulated usage profiles left by all
the browser users. As the profiles are only the sequentially
recorded contents of the services provided by the web server,
the profiles not only could contain multiple browsing profiles
of different browser users but also could take in some extra or
erroneous profiles. The website management personnel must

t3 ^ +j / / proceed with preprocessing to these usage profiles if they are
to correctly analyze said users' webpage-contents usage

t4 \ 5 4m \ sequence. Hence, a data preprocessing is needed to enhance
information processing before we can analyze the usage

t6 profiles. The first step of data preprocessing often is to delete
P6 5 v -- / P S the erroneous or useless data or columns in the usage profiles

t7 | via data cleaning; after finishing data cleaning, we next need
Figure 1. The Petri Nets corresponding to the website of Table I. to extract different users' usage profiles with user

identification, using the user's IP column. Each user's
website usage profile might include his multiple website

-1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 usage records within a period of time; hence, we need to
1 0* 0* -1 -1 0 0 0 divide said user's usage profile into his multiple browsing
1 0* 0* -1 -1 0 0 0 session log files.
1 -1 1 -1 0 0 0 0 After completing said session identification, we still need
0 1 -1 0 -1 0 0 0 to face problems related to path complete and pageview
0 0 0 1 0 -1 -1 I identification during data preprocessing. As we propose to
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 -1 use PN to model a website structure, we can further apply the

incidence matrix and related properties obtained from the
Figure2. The incidence matrix representing the Petri Nets in Figure 1. Petri Nets model to help proceed with path complete and

(0* denotes that the values of the input and output function values of the pageview identification.
place are equal when the transition is fired.) In the part of structure preprocessing, we first utilize a site

spider to retrieve the website's webpage contents; we then use
Taking the website represented in Table I as an example, Parser program to analyze the webpage's contents to locate

the values of the input function, I, and the output function,t, all places, i.e. the web pages and transitions, which are the
are all equal to 1, for after each transition is executed, the hyperlinks causing the transitions; we also analyze the
removed or obtained token amounts are all equal to 1. In incidence matrix between the places and the transitions.
addition, the website will provide a default homepage, In the part of usage preprocessing, we will sequentially
Default.htm, for the user if the user directly keys in the finish data cleaning, user identification, and session
website's address; hence, the site's initial marking value, Mof identification. In pageview identification, we will proceed
is 1, 0, O, 0, 0, 0, O}. The PN representing the website of with it using the pageview information provided by the
TableIis shown in Figure 1 as follows: incidence matrix. If missing paths are found during the

Furthermore, we can use a PN analysis method to resolve identification process, we will activate the path complete
the incidence matrix,o for the website's properties, i.e. The process to locate the possible missing paths to carry out the
incidence matrix of Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2. path complete process and, then, continue working on

pageview identification. The related contents are referred to
IV. USING PETRI NETS MODEL TO ENHANCE DATA Figure 3.

PREPROCESSING

In the process of browsing a website, the user will only
retrieve the first webpage through a direct key-in of the
webpage's website address to request the webpage contents;
very often the user's afterward browsed web pages are
requested via service requests for new webpage contents
toward the websites pointed to by the browser, according to
the attributes of the hyperlinks, after the user clicks said
hyperlinks within the browser. The browser will then display
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TABLE IV
A USER SESSION AFTER PAGEVIEW IDENTIFICATION

Site I iles Web Us e Logs Pageview ID Request file
1 Default.htm

DataCleaning ~2 Index.htm
Site Spider DtClnig2 1I.htm

2 A.htm
User 3 Index.htm

Identification 3 1.htm
Parser + 3 B.htm

Session 4 D.htm
Path Complete identification 5 C.htm

PageView
Idenitification T3, related to Index.htm, l.htm and A.htm; the request

Incidence Matnx webpage of the fifth profile is B.htm. Hence, we can arrive at
hIcidence Matrix that the fifth profile represents the user's entering the

pageview comprising Index.htm, l.htm and B.htm. Based on
Structure Usage Episodic such identification method, we can find out the sixth and
Preprocessing Preprocessing ClickStream seventh profiles representing, respectively, the user's entering

Figure3. The data preprocessing process. the pageview comprising D.htm and C.htm; the user's
profiles after completing the pageview identification are

A. Pageview IdentifiScation shown in Table IV.
A pageview represents a display comprising all the

webpages appearing concurrently in the browser during the B. Path Complete
process the user reads a webpage. The main function of Web Usage Logs are the records of the web content
pageview identification is to identify and mend the user requests that all web users have made to that website. It's
session log file, with the help of the web structure possible that web user encounters problem of Browser cache
information, to find out the real displayed contents and or Proxy server when requesting service from website. So it's
sequence in the browser during the user's browsing process. not unusual some user's records are missing from the web
We adopt Petri Nets to model a website structure and proceed usage logs. If it's not managed well, error will happen in Page
with pageview identification with the help of an incidence identification process and, in turn, affect the correctness of
matrix. web usage mining.

Taking a user profile as an example as shown in Table III, So Path Complete needs should be activated to patch it
we observe from the incidence matrix, as shown in Fig. 2, once the web usage logs are found incomplete during
that when the system retrieves the first usage profile having a Pageview identification process
transition identification (TID) as 1, the transition related to PO, Taking the user session in Table III for example, if we lost
hence, consists of Toonly due to that the place corresponding the web logs from TID 2 to 5. After the pageview
to Default.htm is PO and that [Aoj]=(-1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0); we identification process identified the pageview of first transaction,
can recognize that To indicates the transformation of the
pageview comprising Index.htm, l.htm, and A.htm from the
pageview containing Default.htm only, for [A.O]=(-1, 1, 1 1, pageview directly. The process will launched the path complete
0, 0, 0). The first, second and third usage profiles in Table III process to find out the lost transition. Since we can have the
are Index.htm, l.htm and A.htm, with a good match; hence, initial state marking Mo=[l, Q Q Q Q Q QfL and the destination
we can confirm that the three profiles represent the pageview state marking Md=[O, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1]T. According to (2), the
comprising Index.htm, 1.htm and A.htm. As we proceed with equation can be illustrated as Figure 4.
the identification of the fifth data, we observe that T1 stands
for the transition to Index.htm, 1.htm, and B.htm, and T3 the
transition to C.htm as there are only two transitions, T1 and

TABLEIII 0 0-O --100000 0
TABLE III 0 1 1 0 0* -1 -1 00 0

A USER SESSION BEFORE PAGEVIEW IDENTIFICATION 0 1 1 0* 0* -1 -1 0 0 0
- TIID T Reque st file |Referring file 0 0±O+1 -1 1 -10 0 OX[Tk]

2 ___Index.htm Default.htm 0 1 0 1 -1 0 -1 0 0 0
3 l.htm Index.htm 1 0 0 00 1 0 -1-1 1
4 -A.htm Index.htm 0 0 0 0 00 1 1 0 -1
5 -B.htm 1.htm
6 ___D.htm B.htm Figure 4. The state equation of path complete
7 __C.htm D.htm
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We can also obtain the [Tk]=[1, 1, Q, O, 1, O, ,Q ]T, which
means that the initial state can be transferred to destination sate
through continuous fired in To, Ti and T4. To take one step ahead,
we can find the firing sequence of Mo to Md is To->T1->T4 in the
help of incidence matrix.

V. CONCLUSION

A good-quality data preprocessing is one of the keys in
determining if the web usage mining will be a success;
however, relatively few researchers have expressed how to
proceed with pageview identification and path complete in
data preprocessing. In this paper, we propose the use of Petri
Nets as a webpage structure model for website simulation and
demonstrate that with this model, we can not only adopt Petri
Nests' incidence matrix to help carry out pageview
identification but also utilize Petri Nests' reachability
property to fulfill path complete.
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